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By Satellite Industries

I LAST LONGER THAN
YOUR NEW CAR.

I’m made from durable plastic and I stick around for at least 15 years. 
That’s longer than the average lifetime of a car. At the end of my life, 

I can be completely recycled. Pretty sustainable, hu?

Interested to learn more?
More information on www.satelliteindustries.co.uk/resources/sustainability

Satellite Industries is committed to providing our customers high-quality products and services at reasonable prices. 
We actively promote a corporate culture that encourages innovation and respect for individuals, society, and the 
environment.



Satellite Industries is the global market leader of products 
to the portable sanitation industry. We are a family-run 
company that has been serving customers in over 125 
countries for more than 60 years.

SUPERIOR QUALITY & DURABILITY

Leading rental companies worldwide have chosen to put 
their trust in Satellite year after year for our commitment 
to offer top quality products and services. We actively 
work on improving our products to guarantee the most 
innovative, long-lasting and eco-friendly solutions that 
will contribute to maximise your business profitability. 

Our German-made products with high-quality materials 
ensure maximum uptime, sticking around for at least 
15 years. Furthermore, our portable toilets are fully 
compliant with all international standards (DIN, ANSI and 
CEN), and their variety matches all cultures, beliefs and 
customs around the globe!

PROXIMITY & LARGE PRODUCTION CAPACITY

Satellite has the world’s largest portable toilet production 
capacity, offering a one-stop shop for toilets, deodorizers, 
service units, handwash stations and luxury trailers. 
Our internal manufacturing and qualified staff ensure 
a constant monitoring of the various phases of the 
production process to guarantee the quality of our 
products. 

Our warehouses in Germany, the UK, Italy, Poland, 
Spain, Middle East, South Africa assure rapid delivery at 
a low price.

OUTSTANDING SERVICE & EXPERTISE

From our prior experience of 30 years in the rental sector 
and by listening to our customers feedback, Satellite 
constantly strives to provide products that are designed 
to both meet the operators needs and win over the end-
users.

We know all there is to know about this industry. Our 
multilingual customer service representatives are ready to 
take your calls, and respond in a timely and professional 
manner to ensure your biggest satisfaction. Satellite’s 
experienced sales team will act as real consultants 
to help and advise you on how to enter the rapidly 
expanding world of portable toilets, grow exponentially 
and maximize your profits.

INTRODUCTION

HOW DOES IT WORK?

1
2
3

For each euro spent on our deodorizer 
range you earn one point.

Accumulate at least 800 points  
and earn a free item.

Exchange your accumulated points  
for one item.

*Unused points expire after 3 years

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Rewards for your trust in our deodorizer 
products

1958 Al Hilde Jr. starts Satellite Industries with 
 homemade wooden toilets

1965 Our first recirculating flush toilet

1972 Tufway:  the first plastic portable toilet,  
 at this time still with a wooden door.

1980 First plastic front (twin sheet) without  
 metal reinforcement 

1987 Launch of the wheelchair accessible toilet

1990 First fresh water flush toilet with handwash

1996 Flush kit for squatting and sitting style toilet

2004 Acquisition of France Propreté Cleancab 

2003 Liberty: wheelchair accessible toilet
 Breeze: free-standing 2-person handwash station
 Camel: 1135L holding tank

2000 Maxim 3000: first fully double-walled unit
 Wave: free-standing 2 person handwash station

1995 SRO: 6-man urinal unit

1994 Maxim 2000
 Freedom: ADA compliant wheelchair toilet
 Slimmate: foot-operated handwash

2006 High Tech II: upscale unit with stainless steel flush bowl

2009 Acquisition of the Hampel Global product line

2005 Acquisition of Synergy World: 
 High Tech 1, Taurus and World Care
 New UV system: doubles life of roofs

2010 Highrise: unit for high rise building construction
 Handistand: hand sanitizer station

2008 Acquisition of Thal
 Release of new and improved Mondo front

2012 Freedom 3: New ADA compliant wheelchair toilet
 Breeze II: handwash station
 New warehouse in South Africa

2019 Opening of our Italian office and warehouse

2015 Move of the German distribution centre and tripled the space
2016 Launch of the revisited Maxim 3000

2014 Opening of our new Central Distribution Center in Bristol,  
 US Launch of the toilet trailers product line in USA

2018 Acquisition of Polyportables
 Doubled the space again in Germany
 Moved to a much bigger warehouse in the UK

2020 Opening of our new offices and warehouse in Poland
 Tag 4: the next generation of handwash station
 Handistand II: new hand sanitizer station
 Eco Blue: the most eco-friendly deodorizer
 Introduction of bulk soap & hand sanitizer, 
 and their dispensers.
 We moved Breeze I, Wave and Slimmate production to  
 Europe for faster lead time.
 Introduction of the Impact Base.

HISTORY
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TUFWAY MONDOThe Tufway toilet has been on the market for more than 40 
years, perfected over time to withstand any rental conditions, 
whether on construction sites or at special events. The Tufway 
has won over thousands of customers and has therefore always 
been the best selling toilet in the world. Its price-quality ratio is 
unrivalled and even though it is one of the strongest models on 
the market, its light weight ensures easy handling.

Slimmate
Capacity: 38 L  
Number of uses: 186

Kit to lift the Tufway 
with a full tank

Kit to lift the Tufway  
with an empty tank

Grid Floor
(also available in foot 
flush version)

Additionally, we 
also offer further 
accessories such as: 
soap dispensers, towel 
dispensers, corner shelf, 
gender indicator, mirror, 
4-roll toilet paper holder, 
solar light and solar fan.

Specifications

 Dimensions (HxWxD): 2.33 m x 1.12 m x 1.22 m
 Weight: 75 kg
 Standard tank volume: 265 L

Slimmate Forearm
Capacity: 38 L 
Number of uses: 186

Colours
Standard      Specialty

Flushing Systems Handwash and Additional Options

BASIC FLUSH KIT
Recirculating flushing 
system (hand or  
foot pump) 

FLIP TOP
Recirculating flushing 
system (hand or  
foot pump) 

SWISH TANK
Recirculating flushing 
system with flapper 
(hand or foot pump)

FREE  
with 12 000 ROI points  
(without flushing system)
with 20 000 ROI points  
(with Flip Top flushing system)

Only available 
with grey door

Your customers will love the Mondo. This high-quality unit has been  
a hit for years in Europe and is now taking the rest of the world by 
storm. Made from the best materials only, the Mondo complies with 
the highest hygiene and comfort requirements. This toilet will without 
a doubt always retain its unique look.

Specifications

 Dimensions (HxWxD): 2.31 m x 1.12 m x 1.22 m
 Weight: 73.5 kg
 Standard tank volume: 265 L

Slimmate
Capacity: 38 L  
Number of uses: 186

Kit to lift the Mondo 
with a full tank

Kit to lift the Mondo  
with an empty tank

Grid Floor
(also available in 
foot flush version)

Additionally, we also offer further accessories such as: soap dispensers, 
towel dispensers, corner shelf, gender indicator, mirror, 4-roll toilet paper 
holder, solar light and solar fan.

BASIC FLUSH KIT
Recirculating flushing 
system (hand or  
foot pump) 

Slimmate Forearm
Capacity: 38 L 
Number of uses: 186

Moulded panels 
with company logo

Handwash and Additional Options

Flushing Systems

FLIP TOP
Recirculating flushing 
system (hand or  
foot pump) 

SWISH TANK
Recirculating flushing 
system with flapper 
(hand or foot pump)

SQUAT TANK
Drop or hand pump
(hand shower optional)

SQUAT TANK
Drop or foot pump
(hand shower optional) 

Colours
Standard       Specialty

FREE  
with 12 000 ROI points (without flushing system)
with 20 000 ROI points (with Flip Top flushing system)
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AXXIS The Axxis combines an unique appearance with strong features into 
one quality unit. Standard equipped with self-closing hinges, a heavy-
duty rotary latch, deep integrated door pull and integrated ventilation 
slots it is engineered to withstand all possible conditions.

Pro 12
Capacity: 45.4 L 

Grid Floor
(also available in foot 
flush version)

Specifications

 Dimensions (HxWxD): 2.27 m x 1.09 m x 1.19 m
 Weight: 74.8 kg
 Standard tank volume: 227 L

Pro 22 (no urinal 
space)
Capacity: 83.3 L 

Kit to lift the Axxis
with a full tank

Kit to lift the Axxis 
with an empty tank

Additionally, we also offer further accessories 
such as: soap dispensers, towel dispensers, 
corner shelf, gender indicator, mirror, 4-roll 
toilet paper holder, solar light and solar fan.

Moulded panels 
with company logo

Colours
Standard   Specialty

Flushing Systems Handwash and Additional Options

FLIP TOP
Recirculating flushing 
system (hand or  
foot pump) 

FLIP TOP FRESH
Fresh flushing  
system (hand or  
foot pump) 
 
(Pro 22 handwash 
station required)

FREE  
with 12 000 ROI points  
(without flushing system)
with 20 000 ROI points  
(with Flip Top hand flushing system)

The revisited Maxim 3000 is a blow-molded toilet, with doublewalls 
and interlocking panels, creating a cabana with unmatched strength 
and durability. The fit and finish of the Maxim 3000 has also been 
improved by using 3 identical walls and a full base-to-cabana overlap, 
creating consistent alignment during assembly. The ultra-smooth 
walls with interlocking corners, create a beautiful exterior and interior 
surface that is simple to clean and maintain. An added benefit to 
end-users and operators is the new vent pipe, with built-in coat/purse 
hanger and shelf, conveniences not found in most standard toilets. 
That’s because a Maxim 3000 offers more than a standard toilet.

MAXIM 3000

Specifications

 Dimensions (HxWxD): 2.29 m x 1.12 m x 1.22 m
 Weight: 85.8 kg
 Standard tank volume: 265 L

Kit to lift the Maxim 
with an empty tank

Additionally, we also offer further 
accessories such as: soap dispensers, 
towel dispensers, corner shelf, gender 
indicator, mirror, 4-roll toilet paper holder, 
solar light and solar fan.

Kit to lift the Maxim 
with a full tank

Small bowl
Capacity: 32.5 L

Full Forearm
Capacity: 32.5 L

Colours
Standard 

BASIC FLUSH KIT
Recirculating flushing 
system (hand or  
foot pump) 

Handwash and Additional OptionsFlushing Systems

FLIP TOP
Recirculating flushing 
system (hand or  
foot pump) 

FREE  
with 12 000 ROI points  
(without flushing system)
with 20 000 ROI points  
(with Flip Top flushing system)
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LIBERTY The Liberty is a spacious, wheelchair 
accessible toilet that can also be 
promoted as a family sized toilet. It has 
a patented flat-floor system for easy 
wheelchair access and maneuverability. 
The new model comes with four exterior-
mounted plastic handles that make 
positioning hassle-free and reduce hand fatigue with the wider 
hand grips, and form molded vents that increase air flow and 
eliminate replacing broken vent screens.

Specifications

 Dimensions (HxWxD): 2.22 m x 1.58 m x 1.58 m
 Weight: 113 kg
 Standard tank volume: 132 L

Colours
Standard

Kit to lift the Liberty  
with an empty tank

FREE  
with 30 000 ROI points

NEW
WHEELCHAIR 
ACCESSIBLE 

TOILET

Hand operated 
handwash (only 
with large tank)
Capacity: 45 L 

Large Tank
Capacity: 257 L 

Handwash and Additional Options

Flushing System

BASIC 
FLUSH KIT
Recirculating 
flushing 
system (hand 
or  
foot pump) 

Additionally, we also offer 
further accessories such 
as: soap dispensers, 
towel dispensers, corner 
shelf, gender indicator, 
mirror, 4-roll toilet paper 
holder, solar light and 
solar fan.

Baby Changer

Ideal for  
families with  

children

FREEDOM Re-engineered for added strength! New 
features include a vacuum-formed base, 
reinforced side panels, longer hand rails, 
moulded-in vent screens, plastic carrying 
handles, and a strengthened roof, door 
frame, closure and latch.

In impact tests, the floor and wall joints withstood a force twice 
as strong as previous designs without damage, and a bevelled 
exterior floor edge improves forklift access for easy moving. 
Other features are the plastic rust-free lift handles. The new 
roof is 50% stronger. Lastly, a new heavy-duty door closure 
provides added durability. When you add up all the new benefits 
and include our industry-leading limited 4-year warranty, the 
Freedom stands alone in quality and reliability.

Specifications

 Dimensions (HxWxD): 2.29 m x 1.68 m x 2.22 m
 Weight: 136 kg
 Standard tank volume: 132 L

Colours
Standard

Kit to lift the Freedom  
with an empty tank

FREE  
with 42 000 ROI points

NEW
WHEELCHAIR 
ACCESSIBLE 

TOILET

Hand operated 
handwash (only 
with large tank)
Capacity: 45 L 

Large Tank
Capacity: 257 L 

Handwash and Additional OptionsFlushing System

BASIC FLUSH KIT
Recirculating flushing 
system (hand or  
foot pump) 

Additionally, we also offer further accessories 
such as: soap dispensers, towel dispensers, 
corner shelf, gender indicator, mirror, 4-roll 
toilet paper holder, solar light and solar fan.
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FREE  
with 30 000 ROI points (without roof )
with 42 000 ROI points (with retractable 
roof + lift kit)

HIGHRISE The Highrise is a unique portable toilet. With its very narrow 
width and low height, it fits into all freight elevators and other 
narrow passages. The standard sealed, greaseable wheels will 
make it roll through the worst dust, while the optional retractable 
roof will offer users complete privacy. Have the Highrise in your 
rental fleet and a whole new market will open up for you!

Specifications

 Dimensions (HxWxD)
 No roof (standard): 1.98 m x 0.79 m x 1.35 m
 Roof down: 1.98 m x 0.79 m x 1.35 m 
 Roof up: 2.23 m x 0.79 m x 1.35 m
 Weight: 115 kg
 Standard tank volume: 144 L

Colours

Retractable roof
(shown down)

Retractable roof
(shown up)

Kit to lift the Highrise  
with a full or empty tank

Standard equipped with 
2-roll paperguard  

and urinal.

Accessories and Options

Flushing System

BASIC FLUSH KIT
Recirculating flushing 
system (hand or  
foot pump) 

Retractable roof (shown up) HOT MAINS CONNECT

This sewer connection cabin meets the highest 
requirements in functionality and comfort. It can be 
quickly and easily connected to the sewage system 
and offers a professional, alternative solution for 
all rental companies who want to make sure that 
their users really feel at home! The Mains Connect 
and Hot Mains Connect are available in our Mondo 
model.

MAINS CONNECT

Available as

Standard Features

Durable ceramic toilet 
pan & plastic cistern

Large wash basin

Waste water exit  
on back of unit

Fresh water inlet  
on back of unit

Specifications

• 3kw infrared water heater
• Motion sensor for 20 seconds of water flow
• 16 amp power socket fitted to the rear 
 of the cabin
• RCD protection
• Waterproof fuse box
• Optional infra-red activated light

FREE  
with 30 000 ROI points

Available as Mondo and Tufway.
Colours and dimensions: see Mondo and 
Tufway specifications.

Colours and dimensions: see Mondo 
and Tufway specifications.

FREE  
with 36 000 ROI points

Mondo and 
Tufway.
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Odour Control…Guaranteed!

EMPTY CABIN
The empty cabin is perfectly usable as a changing 
room on beaches, outdoor swimming pools or 
lakesides and is the ideal companion to a mobile 
shower cabin.

Available as Tufway and Mondo.
Colours and dimensions: same as chosen model.

Only available 
with grey door

PORTA SHOWER HOT SHOWER
By design, the Porta Shower™ is simple to connect to 
the available water source and the gas heater provides 
an almost immediate flow of warm water for users. 
Those setting up the shower and those using it will both 
be pleasantly surprised at how well the Porta Shower 
meets the need for comfort and convenience.

Specifications

• Automatic ignition system
• Ignition: 2 ‘‘D’’ type batteries
• Water connection: garden hose type
• Water pressure: 0.025-0.1MPa
• Water flow capacity: 5.7 LPM
• Type of gas: Butane or Propane
• Gas pressure: 30 mbar B/P
• Heat input (Hs): 10kw
• Supply pressure*: 28-30/37, 50 mbar
• Duration of gas cylinder: 59 hours
• Weight: 127 kg * may vary by country

Specifications
Weight:  121 kg

Available as Tufway and Mondo.
Colours and dimensions: same as chosen model.

Available as Mondo and Tufway.
Colours and dimensions: see Mondo and 
Tufway specifications

Specifications
Weight:  66-67 kg

   Certified

COLD SHOWER
The mobile, economic cold water shower cabin impresses 
both rental companies and users and is already being 
used on beaches, lakesides and camping sites across 
Europe. The shower head can be adjusted manually, 
from a powerful massage jet to a soft normal spray.

FREE  
with 15 000  
ROI points

FREE  
with 36 000  
ROI points DEODORIZERS Safe-T-Fresh toilet deodorizers and cleaning products 

are used by portable toilet operators in over 115 countries 
around the world to maintain their toilets, trucks and hand 
wash stations. As the industry leader, we provide fragrant, 
safe and effective deodorizers and cleaning products that 
control odors instead of masking them, delivering a long 
lasting freshness.

Our internal manufacturing and qualified staff ensure a 
constant monitoring of the various phases of the production 
process - a testament to the quality of our products.

SOAPS AND  
HAND-CARE
Soaps and hand 
sanitizers, foaming or 
non-foaming

URINAL 
PRODUCTS
•  Urinal blocks
•  Urinal cleaner
•  Urinal screens

ACCESSORIES
A wide variety of pumps, bottles, 
spigots, brushes, etc... 

CLEANING 
PRODUCTS
•  Graffix anti-graffiti
•  Truck washdown
•  Toilet washdown

Contact your local Sales 
Representative for more 
information.

SOLID DEODORIZERS
QuickScents sachets are a fast, fresh and 
easy way to service your portable toilets. 
Each packet has a long lasting fragrance 
and powerful blue dye. Its Triple Molecular 
Technology in a tiny sachet offers odour 
control and simple cost management.
QuickBlue™ is the first dual-film 
effervescent packet that dissolves in brine. 
This extraordinary, patent pending process 
combines PVA film with a paper back to 
produce a dynamic deodorizer for events and 
cold weather.
QuickScents and QuickBlue product range 
now comes in a convenient unique pack: the 
QuickPackets!
Eco Blue is a revolutionary, fully 
biodegradable new packet with no hazardous 
materials (biocide and bacteria free) that 
doesn’t sacrifice fragrance or deep blue color, 
and provides a refreshing lavender scent at 
any temperature.

LIQUID 
DEODORIZERS
Concentrated liquid portable toilet 
deodorizer that delivers superior odour 
control. The long-lasting deep blue dye is 
non-staining so your hands stay clean. Its 
active ingredients makes it powerful and 
economical. Contains no formaldehyde.

•  STF6K
•  STF5K
•  STF4K
•  STF3K
•  Super Tubes
•  STF Bio
•  Blue Works

FRAGRANCE 
BOOSTERS
Every day your toilets have a strong 
odour your customers begin having 
a strong feeling about not using your 
toilets. To ensure a pleasant experience 
add a long lasting fragrance booster at 
every service.

•  Cabana Spray
•  Air Works discs
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SERVICE UNITS Our compact and efficient service units offer 
operators a lightweight method to empty and clean 
portable toilet cabins in a simple and quick manner. 
With a clever design and proven components, these 
modules provide worry-free operation.

MAL225
CAPACITY FRESH / WASTE WATER

225 L / 600 L 

MAL250
CAPACITY FRESH / WASTE WATER

250 L / 700 L 

MAL300
CAPACITY FRESH / WASTE WATER

380 L / 750 L 

MAL450
CAPACITY FRESH / WASTE WATER

550 L / 1150 L 

MAL650
CAPACITY FRESH / WASTE WATER

850 L / 1600 L 

MSG925
CAPACITY FRESH / WASTE WATER

1200 L / 2300 L 

Contact your local 
Sales Representative 
for more information.

TOILET 
TRAILERS

This go-anywhere, do-anything trailer is 
designed for those who want “their own 
space”. A place to get away from the crowd 
and freshen up... in private. It offers you all 
the comfort as your home bathroom but in a 
transportable size.

Its competitive price doesn’t sacrifice on 
excellence. We use top quality materials 
and craftsmanship to build our trailers.

The Selfie Slim has two private bathrooms, 
each with a flushing toilet, sink, counter 
top, mirror and bright, ambient lighting. 
It can operate all day with fully recharged 
batteries and a full fresh water tank.

Contact your local Sales 
Representative for more information.

Specifications

• Number of toilets: 2
• Length: 4030 mm
• Width: 1670 mm
• Width with steps: 2220 mm
• Height without airconditioning: 2795 mm
• Weight: 1160 kg
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FREE STANDING  
HANDWASH STATIONS

WAVE * 

The Wave has a sealed fresh water tank for added hygiene, 
which allows for the use of chlorine tablets to kill harmful 
bacteria that may be living in the water, helping protect the 
user and the public from harm.

HEIGHT: 
BASIN HEIGHT: 

WIDTH:   

DEPTH:   
CAPACITY FRESH VOLUME: 

CAPACITY WASTE VOLUME: 

EMPTY / FULL WEIGHT: 

NUMBER OF USES: 

137 cm
82 cm

107 cm
61 cm
163 L
178 L

54 kg / 213 kg
630

BREEZE * 

Two stations with full fingertip 
to elbow washing and operates 
with hands-free foot pumps that 
have been standard in Satellite 
products for many years, 
providing care-free operation.

BREEZE II
HEIGHT:

WIDTH: 

DEPTH: 

CAPACITY FRESH VOLUME:

CAPACITY WASTE VOLUME:

EMPTY WEIGHT:

NUMBER OF USES:

164 cm
65 cm
49 cm

76 L
83 L

30 kg
320

BREEZE I
HEIGHT:

WIDTH: 

DEPTH: 

CAPACITY FRESH VOLUME:

CAPACITY WASTE VOLUME:

EMPTY WEIGHT:

NUMBER OF USES:

153 cm
56 cm
51 cm

76 L
76 L

25.5 kg
320

*Order dispensers separately

*Order dispensers separately

*Order dispensers separately

TAG 4 *
A newly streamlined, high production capacity sink, fitting in 
most standard size portable toilets for easy transportation. 
A new locking mechanism, easier suction port and 
freshwater tank access, plus larger hand grips on all four 
sides make the Tag 4 a low maintenance, everyday station.

HEIGHT:      
WIDTH:           

DEPTH:           
CAPACITY FRESH VOLUME:     

CAPACITY WASTE VOLUME:   

EMPTY WEIGHT:

NUMBER OF USES:  

* FREE  
with 12 000 ROI points IN-UNIT SINKS

PRO-12 *

Possibly the most flexible of the in-unit hand washing 
stations on the market, the Pro-12 provides ample 
reservoir space as well as the ability to place it in any 
of PolyPortables’ standard size portable restrooms 
without removing the urinal. Also available in a “Slim” 
model to install in almost any other brand of portable
restroom.

HEIGHT:

WIDTH: 

WIDTH SLIM: 

DEPTH: 

CAPACITY FRESH VOLUME:

EMPTY WEIGHT:

NUMBER OF USES:

112 cm
48 cm
36 cm
27 cm
45.4 L
7.7 kg

190

*Pictured with Promount Board

PRO-22 *

This rugged internal hand wash station requires the removal 
of the portable restroom urinal, but gives the user 83.28L of 
fresh water capacity. In situations requiring a fresh water 
flushing system, the Pro-22 serves as the unit of choice for 
both hand washing and as the fresh water reservoir for the 
flushing waste tank.

HEIGHT:

WIDTH:

DEPTH: 

CAPACITY FRESH VOLUME:

EMPTY WEIGHT:

NUMBER OF USES:

93 cm
43 cm
34 cm
83.3 L

11.4 kg
350

*Pictured with Promount Board

SLIMMATE (FOREARM) 

Compact in-unit handwash with a water-conserving 
“fan spray” nozzle and has a generous amount of fresh 
water for a high number of washes per fill. Designed 
to fit in most units, including most competitors. Also 
offered with a full forearm wash basin.

MAXIM 3000 (FOREARM) 

Stylish corner handwash with foot pump integrates 
seamlessly with the interior of the Maxim 3000. Extra-
large basin is highly polished for easy cleaning and 
to keep it looking clean after many uses. Also offered 
with a full forearm wash basin.

HEIGHT:

WIDTH: 

DEPTH: 

CAPACITY FRESH VOLUME:

EMPTY WEIGHT:

FULL WEIGHT:

NUMBER OF USES

112 cm
56 cm
23 cm
32.5 L
6.4 kg
44 kg

200

HEIGHT:

BASIN HEIGHT: 

FOREARM HEIGHT:

WIDTH: 

DEPTH: 

CAPACITY FRESH VOLUME:

EMPTY WEIGHT:

FULL WEIGHT:

NUMBER OF USES:

98 cm
84 cm

112 cm
48 cm
20 cm

38 L
6.4 kg
44 kg

160

* FREE  
with 4 000 ROI points

AGWASH
The AgWash™ upright handwash station mounts externally 
to all portable restrooms to comply with GAP open air 
requirements.

HEIGHT:

WIDTH: 

DEPTH: 

CAPACITY FRESH VOLUME:

EMPTY WEIGHT:

NUMBER OF USES:

169 cm
41 cm
29 cm
64.3 L
8.4 kg

275FREE  
with 5 000 ROI points

150 cm
48 cm
67 cm 

84 L
84 L

 29.5 kg
350
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SANITIZER STATIONS

FREE  
with 3 000 ROI points

FREE  
with 3 000 ROI points

* Order dispensers separately

HANDISTAND II
The Handistand II is a straighforward, convenient 
hand sanitizing station for any occasion. The hollow 
pyramid shape makes it easy to maneuver and stack 
for transport or storage. With the capacity to hold four 
dispensers, the Handistand II can be as versatile as 
you need it.

HEIGHT:   119 cm
BASE WIDTH + DEPTH:   76 cm
TOP WIDTH + DEPTH:   21 cm
WEIGHT (NO DISPENSERS): 10 kg

HANDISTAND I
The HandiStand is made from unbreakable molded 
polyethylene that can withstand the force of vandals 
and nature so you can keep renting it year after year. 
If faster profits and long term benefits are what you 
want from a hand sanitation stand, then Handistand 
will deliver.

HEIGHT:   152 cm
WIDTH:    51 cm
DEPTH:    51 cm 
WEIGHT (NO DISPENSERS): 7.25 kg

Dispenser for soap & 
hand sanitizer

DISPENSERS & REFILLS

For use at the job site or in your 
yard. Cleans interior and exterior 
walls. Keep toilets looking new.

Hand Sanitizer Gel 
65% alcohol

Hand Sanitizer Fluid 
80% alcohol

Sizes Available: 5L, 20L, 200L, 1000L

Sizes Available: 1L, 3.8L, 23L

Bulk Soap Container
Sizes Available: 10L

Hand Sanitizer or
Soap Cartridge
12 x 800ml /  10 x 1L

* Type of dispensers may vary based on availability

PAPER TOWEL DISPENSERS

BULK DISPENSERS

REFILL DISPENSERS

Hand sanitizer, Soap & 
Foam Cartridges 
6 x 1L

TOILET WASHDOWN

REFILL CARTRIDGES

Dispenser for hand sanitizer, 
soap & foam cartridges

Dispenser for bulk 
soap/hand sanitizer

Dispenser for bulk soap/
hand sanitizer

800ml 1L 1L

0.5L 1L

BULK HAND SANITIZER 
REFILL

BULK SOAP  
REFILL

1L
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URICLEAN
This portable urinal can accommodate three users at once 
and be connected to a drain. With its heavy-duty lifting ring, 
suitable for lifting it with a full tank, it can be transported 
easily from site to site. 
Combine the Uriclean with your portable toilets during 
events, as many other operators do. More and more towns 
now require its use in order to prevent urine damage to 
public or historic buildings. Its price beats all competition, 
perfect as a long-term investment.

DIMENSIONS (H X Ø): 2,09 m x 1,20 m
EMPTY WEIGHT: 79 kg
CAPACITY:   374 L (1250 uses)

4MEN
The 4Men meets all men wishes when it’s about 
using a portable urinal at an event. The time where it 
was not easy to handle the drinking glasses is over. 
Indeed, the 4Men has been built with specific places 
to put the drinking glasses to offer a more pleasant 
experience to the end-user. Easy-to-maintain and 
easy-to-transport, the two halves can be separated 
and nest into each other, allowing up to 5 4Men per 
pallet. Finally, offer more privacy to the end-users 
thanks to the screens that you can fix on the top of 
the urinal (optional). Customize the colour with a 
minimum order of 30 pieces.

DIMENSIONS (HXWXD):   1,61 m x 1,12 m x 1,12 m
HEIGHT WITH PRIVACY SCREENS: 1,80 m
DRY WEIGHT:   40 kg
CAPACITY:   400 L (1333 uses)

With privacy screens

AVAILABLE IN EUROPE ONLY.

ROLLY
A standard-sized toilet may not fit in an elevator, but workers 
on the top floor still need a toilet. This rolling urinal provides 
a great solution to the problem. Made from durable and 
lightweight materials, the Rolly can be easily moved from 
floor to floor, wherever workers need it. 

DIMENSIONS (HXWXD): 1,06 m x 0,40 m x 0,40 m
WEIGHT:   9 kg
TANK CAPACITY: 45 L (150 uses)

URINALS

FREE  
with 3 800 ROI points

FREE  
with 12 000 ROI points

FREE  
with 20 000 ROI points

Accomodating up to 4 people at once, it avoids big queues 
and increases the waste capacity without the need of 
transporting additional toilets to the event site. An added 
advantage is that your other event toilets will stay cleaner 
for a longer period of time during the event.

“ Our industry carries a great 
 responsibility in playing a
 critical role in containing the 
 spread of germs and disease.”
 Todd Hilde

 CEO/Owner Satellite Industries, Inc
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TOILET MOVER
Move any type of portable toilet easily with this lightweight, 
steel framed trolley. Tilt the trolley upright, slide the two 
steel rods under the toilet base and tilt backwards. The toilet 
is held firmly in place and rests safely on four tires for added 
support and equal weight distribution. The Devil works on all 
portable toilets, even the large ones for handicapped users.

Protect your equipment from damage and your employees 
from injury. 

HOLDING TANK
This mobile holding tank can be used as a waste water 
tank or as a fresh water tank to ensure a longer lasting 
fresh water supply. Also useful as temporary storage 
to limit your amount of visits to the sewage treatment 
plant. With two internal pillars and thickened corners, the 
Camel tank can be stacked 6 high when empty. All fittings 
are molded, plus the tanks can be connected end-to-end 
with rubbers. All connectors are sunk in to guard against 
breakage.

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D)  0.44 m x 1.35 m x 2.44 m 
EMPTY WEIGHT: 59 kg
CAPACITY:   1135 L

REMOVABLE TANK
Designed to use in too small spaces for one of our full-size 
toilets, for example on the first or second floor of a building 
or other hard to reach locations, or inside toilets containers 
or toilets with removable tanks. Our removable tank is easy 
to move because of the hand grips. 

DIMENSIONS (LXWXH): 0.58 m x 0.70 m x 0.48 m
WEIGHT:   7.5 kg
TANK CAPACITY: 132 L

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

FREE  
with 12 000 ROI points

FREE  
with 3 800 ROI points

FREE  
with 12 000 ROI points

CONTAINMENT TRAY
Sustainable trays to recover wastewater. Especially 
useful in the event of the cabin overturning and 
hence a full washing, to collect wastewater. Sound 
construction for continuous use. These containment 
trays feature a substantial base in order to keep 
their shape, last longer and adjust to all standard 
basic cabin sizes.

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D)  0.89 m x 1.14 m x 1.23 m
CAPACITY WITH TOILET  68 L
TOTAL CAPACITY  81.4 L          

This solar light is specifically designed for portable toilets. 
The light is inserted through a cut- out hold in the roof from 
above, leaving the solar panel exposed. A rubber gasket 
ensures that the fitting remains watertight. The light is 
secured to the toilet structure by a back-nut with a motion 
sensor, which will turn the light on when movement is 
detected inside the toilet, and off when there is no further 
movement. The light is also fitted with a day/night sensor 
so it will not turn on during the day.

• 5 Super Bright LEDs emitting 35 lumens
• 1.2V NI-mh 900mAh rechargeable battery
• 2V100mA solar panel with built-in day/night sensor and 

overcharge protection
• Motion sensor with 100-degree angle  

5-m activation zone
• Lighting time: the light will remain on when detecting 

movement and turn off after no movement for 40 
seconds

FREE  
with 2 300 ROI points

SOLAR MOTION SENSOR LIGHT

SOLAR FAN
Specifications:
FAN SPEED: 2500 RPM
MAX AIR FLOW: 32.99CF/m
NOISE LEVEL: 27dB
OVERALL SIZE: 200 x 83 mm (diameter x height)
INSERT TUBE: 82 x 58 mm (diameter x height)

Operation mode:
•  When the sunlight is over 40,000 lux, the vent will 

work nonstop.
•  When sunlight is approx. 8,000 lux, the vent will 

work 45 sec. after 4 minutes charging approx.
•  The charging time will be shorter if sunlight is 

brighter.
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EMAIL: IvoK@satelliteindustries.com
TEL: +31 6 31 63 22 98

Ivo Kimmijzer
SALES MANAGER EMEA

EMAIL: IngeB@satelliteindustries.com
TEL:  +32 2 542 56 59

Inge Berger
CUSTOMER SERVICE MANAGER EMEA

EMAIL: NurB@satelliteindustries.com
TEL:   +32 2 542 56 54

Nur Batur
CUSTOMER SERVICE

www.satelliteindustries.co.uk
www.satelliteindustries.co.za
www.satelliteindustries.ae

info@satelliteindustries.com

Warehouse and Office UK
Unit 2 Pool Road Industrial Estate • Pool Road • Nuneaton • CV10 9AE • UK
Tel: +44 1530 515216

EMAIL: WolfgangG@satelliteindustries.com
TEL: +49 173 731 16 24

EMAIL: AndyC@satelliteindustries.com
TEL: +44 7891 232512 (UK)
 +27 87 551 0863 (ZA)

Andy Cartwright
AREA MANAGER

Wolfgang Gran
AREA MANAGER

EMAIL: NicoleC@satelliteindustries.com 
TEL: +49 172 16 93 949

Nicole Countryman
DEODORIZER SPECIALIST

Germany • Austria • Switzerland • Scandinavia 

Warehouse and Office GERMANY
Port number 7556 • Hamburger Straße 50 • 47229 Duisburg • Germany
Tel: +49 2065 54544 0

Headquarters EUROPE
Avenue de la Toison d’Or 67 • 1060 Brussels • Belgium
Tel: +32 2 542 56 56

Warehouse and Office ITALY
Office Via Carlo Iozzi 53 • 53036 Poggibonsi • Italy
Warehouse Via Maremmana 67, III Km • 3200 Consorzio I Pratoni • 
00030 Colonna (Roma) • Italy
Tel: +39 346 5067830 • +39 392 1528830

Warehouses and Offices

Warehouse and Office POLAND
Wojciecha z Brudzewa 38 • 62-800 Kalisz • Poland
Tel: +48 692 492 746

Follow us on social media

EMAIL: AdrianT@satelliteindustries.com
TEL: +32 497 243 953

Adrian Tümmel
AREA MANAGER & DEODORIZER SPECIALIST

French-speaking territories: Europe • Africa • Canada

EMAIL: AmyP@satelliteindustries.com
TEL:  +32 2 542 56 52

EMAIL: EwaN@satelliteindustries.com
TEL: +48 692 492 74

Ewa Naskrecka
CUSTOMER SERVICE

EMAIL: JuliaR@satelliteindustries.com
TEL: +48 603 680 610

Julia Rudowicz
DEODORIZER SPECIALIST

Amy Peeters
 CUSTOMER SERVICE & DEODORIZER SPECIALIST

Dutch-speaking territories: Netherlands • Belgium

EMAIL: GregorR@satelliteindustries.com
TEL: +48 602 439 659

Gregor Rudowicz
AREA MANAGER

EMAIL: GeoffreyG@satelliteindustries.com
TEL: +31 6 21 96 12 74

Geoffrey Gilroy
AREA MANAGER

EMAIL: ElenaS@satelliteindustries.com
TEL:  +39 392 152 8820

Elena Strambi
CUSTOMER SERVICE & DEODORIZER SPECIALIST

United Kingdom • Ireland • Southern Africa

EMAIL: StephanK@satelliteindustries.com
TEL: +49 2065 54544 20

Stephan Kloke
CUSTOMER SERVICE

EMAIL: MichaelG@satelliteindustries.com
TEL: +49 172 417 39 48

Michael Gettkant 
SALES AGENT

EMAIL: SilviaC@satelliteindustries.com
TEL: +39 346 506 7830

Silvia Cassarà
AREA MANAGER

Southern Europe • Middle East • Africa

Poland • Eastern Europe • Russia 

TEL: +44 1530 515216

DEODORIZER SPECIALIST

EMAIL: EmmaT@satelliteindustries.com
TEL: +44 1530 515216

Emma Thomas
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Active member of the following associations:
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